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Chat Corner Jessica Biddlecombe

HiC.P.ers
We didn't have a summer but we sure have had a severe wintsr. It looks like it

will be a long one. Dormant are my lovely Sarra's and the Nepenthes are looking for
warmer weather as am l. Richard Sullivan of Bathurst had frost in his glass house!!!
Nathan Clemens from Bowral wrote to say he had 'Vhite crusts of frozen dew edging
pitchers and fangs of the Venus fly traps" and sent photos to prove it. Watch out
everyone because I have seen Nathan's plants and they are to die for. My mouth drops
at the sight of his Heliamphora's. Peter and I keep oohing and arring as we look along
the benches at his plants. lf he has time to come to the Christmas meet he may just
escape with a load of prizes.

I would advise exha care to be taken with your Nepenthes at this cold time as

many of us have already paid the price with frosen dead plants. Don't forget, wind can
be very drying as well.

Greg Bourke's talk on pygmea Drosera's and their gemmae was as usual very
informative and eye openning to quite a few of us as I can't even see the little plantlets.
It is just more proof at how amaizing these plants are to have adapted to their difficult
conditions in such a way.

Kirsty showed us her 3D slides and made it sourd so easy to do thern. To see

the plants stand out and seerningly come alive was amaizing and then to almost '\ryalk"
through the forests was an experience. We were all taken with these slides and I'm sure
if you ask Kirsty she will only be too happy to show them to you.

I did a talk (my first) at the Mosman Garden Club. I was welcomed, spoiled
and made to feel most comfortable. They were very interested in all the plants and
asked quite a lot of questions. They were intrigued by what, when and why I went in
for C.P.s. They were a great lot and I'm glad I did it.

The society had a stall at the Koi Carp Show and how well they did!!! Read
the article firther on in this magazine. Unfortunately I could not be there but one thing
I did hear repeatedly was how they were able to enjoy each other more turder the social
aspect of the day. Isn't this what the society is for --- to bring people with the same
interests together and have fun while leaming !! THANKS TO ALL WHO
SUPPORTED THE STALL.

Our A.G.M. went as usual with a few changes. hesident: Kirsty Wulf, Vice
President: Peter Biddlecombe, Editor/Seed Bank: Greg Bourke, Secretary/librarian:
Jessica Biddlecombe, Treasurer: Janet Pearce, Tea Co-ordinator: Toni Sullivan,
Committee members: Jose Da Costa, Helmet Kibellis, Geoff Pearce. Article writers:
ALL MEMBERS.

Thanks to all mernbers who have contributed prises, talks, articles and any
input into the society in the last financial year.Welcome back to Kirk and Greg from
their 2 months in America. We look forward to their article next F.T.N.

Don't forget the Hot House raffle: Tickets are $2 each or 3 for $5. This will be

drawn at the Christmas swap meet.
Your lliendly C.P.er
Jessica



SOCIETY FEES ARE DUE NOW!
PLEASE PAY PROMPTLY

CPs at the Serra da Araponga. Brazil Fernando Riveadavia

ln February/March '96 I went on a CP hip with F6bio Pinheiro (a friend from

my hometown, 56o Paulo) and Joe Mullins (a longtime correspondent of mine from
Ireland who was finally visiting me in Brazil). In only l0 days, I drove more or less

3400km all around southeastern Braziland showed them some of the best CP habitats

and most beautiful highlands I know in in this country. We also explored a few areas I

had never been to before.
One of the highlands we visited is called the Serra da Araponga, in eastem

Minas Gerais state, near the border with ttre state of Espirito Santo. I'd visited this

region a few months before but it was raining too hard then and the dirt roads which

crossed the highlands had become impossible to drive through because of all the mud. I
had gone there in search of a Drosera villosa-like plant I'd seen a herbarium of and

which had amazed me because it had very long stems (D.villosa usually do not form

stems unless growing in shady conditions). I suspected it could be something new, but

unfortunately not a single CP was found on that first attempt.
So I decided to return there wittr Joe and F6bio and fy again, keeping our

fingers crossed that ttre summer rains would give us a b'reak. In the months since I'd
first been to the Serra da Arapongq I'd been able to contact the person who had

actually made the collection of the long-stemmed D.villosa-like plants. His name was

Ltcio Leoni and he lived in the town of Carangola, near the Serra da Araponga, where

he ran a herbarium of local flora. Over ilte phone, he kindly offered me to personally

take us to the site where he'd collected this srurdew. When we finally arrived, after a

whole day on the road, he showed us the numerous herbarium sheets under his care and

we discovered that several other interesting CPs were present in that region, including
G e nl i s e a I o b at a,U tr ic ul ar i a lo ngifu lia, and U. ne I umb ifo I i a.

G.lobata is a relatively new species, having been described only in the 80's. I
was very interested in it because until then it was only known from the Serra do

Capara6 highlands, not far from the Serra da Araponga. As for U.nelumbifolia, I was

DYING to see this plant! It is a very large species closely related to U.reniformrs. Like
tl.humboldtii. it lives inside the waterfilled leaf axils of bromeliads. I'd been searching
for the elusive U.nelumbifolia for many years and, after climbing numerous high
mountains, risking my butt on the dangerously smooth and steep, bromeliad-covered
cliffs where U.nelumbifolia supposedly occurs, I'd finally found it in December '95.

Ironically, this was at the peaceful and easily-accessible Rio de Janeiro Botanic
Garden, where they have a large number of bromeliads! Although overwhelmingly
happy to finally see u.nelumbiftlia,l nonetheless felt frushated not only by the fact
that I'd found it in cultivation -- and not in the wild, Furthermore, the plants were in a
very poor state of health, on the brink of death. They were obviously accidental
hitchhikers of their host bromeliads which had been collected up on some highlan4
and thus were suffering from the stufl heat at sea level.

On the following day after meeting Lricio, he took us on what would be our
first day cP hunting of that 3400km hip with Joe and F6bio. After about an hour's
drive we arrived at the base of the Serra da Araponga. Until there the dirt road had
been more or less OK, but from then on it became a nightrnarel At several places I had
to ask everyone to get out of the car in order to reduce weight and allow me to
maneuver past a few rocky stretches, without leaving any car parts behind.
Nonetheless, very unpleasant noises continuously erupted from underneath the car as it
scraped over rocks. Eventually we made it to the top, parked the car, and headed up a
small hail through short trees. These soon disappeared at arotrnd 1400m ofaltitude and
we saw ourselves on a grassy peak.

Immediately we began finding plenty of G.lobata, growing in the humid
sandy-peaty soil along the hail. The ones growing in areas with more exposure to
sunlight had flowers which were white with dark purple sheaks on the upper lip and
purple spurs, whilst those growing in shadier areas, hidden among the grasses, had
light-lilac flowers and the purple sheaks were present on both the lower and upper lips.
A verticle yellow stripe was always present on the base of the lower lip. G.lobata is
very similar in shape and size -- as well as closely-related -- to the more widespread
G.violacea. Both species very likely have similar requiremants in cultivation. ln the
wild, these two taxa usually grow as annuals, but may grow as perennials in
cultivation, although it's often difficult to keep them fiom rotting after flowering.
Flowers usually do not self-pollinate if left alone, but pollination is easily
accomplished by hand.

Very abundant among the tall grasses on that mountain was U.longifulia,
flowering profusely and with leaves often as long as 40crn. It was a beautiful variety
wich had long flower scapes crowded with numerous dark-purple flowers each. Until
then I'd only seen this species in flower two or three times in the wild, and never mqe
than one or two scapes with one flower each. At Araponga, we were lucky to see a
whole mountainside of U.longifulia in bloom. Fantasticl

Evsn more amazing ttran the fact that there were hwrdreds of U.longifolia
flowering all aroturd us, was that about half of the scap€s had white flowers. They were
albino! Actually, the flowers were a very lighrlilac, almost white, but still bearing the
typical orange-yellow vertical stripe at the base of the lower lip. The rest of these
albino specimens (scapes, leaves) were a green-yellow in color, instead of the dark-
green/reddish shade of the normal dark-purple-flowered plants. I believe this is the first
record of albino U.longifolia. Licio told me that of all the IJ.longifulia sites he knew in
that region, this was the only place where he'd observed the albino form. There were
more seeds available than we could possibly want. We collected planty and distributed
them among CPers around the world, who by now have hopefully introduced



successlully into cultivation this new variety, which I've been calling lJ.longiJolia
'multi-flowered scapes'. The albino U.longifolia'multi-flowered scapes' should be an

even greater hit among CPers!
After a long search we finally found a small colony of the long-stemmed

Drosera. Unfortunately, it hmed out to be normal D.villosa. They were simply grean,

etiolated specimens growing in a very boggy and shady habitat, their stems elongating

through and over dre tall grasses, reaching nearly 45cm in length. I'd observed long-

stemmed D.villosa in similar conditions in the past, although not to that extent. Too

bad it wasn't a new species, but at least it was one less CP mystery out of the many that

I hoped to solve on that hip.
On our way back down from the mountain, we stopped at a patch of large

bromeliads growing on a smooth rock surface. We looked in every leaf axil, but found

no IJ.nelumbifolia. Driving further along that horribly bumpy and rocky road once

again, praying for it to not begin raining, Ltcio pointed out to us over in the distance a

smooth granite peak. L0cio claimed that it was covered with bromeliads and that he'd
found lJ.nelumbifolia there. Luckily, I payed close attention to his explanatisls, as he

singled out the exact place where he'd seen this species, because on the following day

something came up and he couldn't go with us. My photographic memory for
landscapes and CP sites fortunately very rarily fails me.

The next day I drove Fdbio and Joe up the same infernal road again, but only
halfi,vay up the mountain. I parked at the entrance of a small farm and we began hiking
through cow pastures, past barbed-wire fences, over sfrearns, then climbing a very

steep hillside. As we came closer to our destination it became clear that the cliffs were

buly poka-dotted with bromeliads, which turned out to be Yriesia stensa. There was a

brief transition fiom the tall vegetation growing in reddish lateritic soil to the granite

covered in bromeliads. We practically stuck our heads into each of the first bromeliads
we came upon, eager as we were to find U.nelumbifulra. But nothing.

Climbing a few meters further up, my eyes sweeping the surroundings like a

radar, I spotted a light-green blotch at the base of a bromeliad. Scampering over

quickly, I realised we had finally found u.nelumbifulial And surely enough, we

evetually found TONS of U.nelumbifolia on that hillside! Some bromeliads were

absolutely infested with this Utric, all the way from the outermost leaf axils right up to

the central tank. We were even forturate enough to find a few U.nelumbifulia n
flower. The scapes were similar to those of U.reniformrs in shape and size, reaching

50-80crn in largth. The flowers were 3-4cm wide and long, colored in a beautiful dark
pink-prnple. We saw no seeds, nu signs of seed capsules, urforhrnately'

The leaf lamin a of U.nelumbifolia are circular and peltate, usually arotnd 5crn

across and borne on long petioles l5-30crn long. Like U.humboldtii, it produces

delicate aerial stolons which enhance vegetative propagation. These grow vertically for
around 20crn and then make a'lJ'turn, Ianding around 5 to l5crn away from where

each emerged -- most often into the same b'romelia4 but occasionally into neighboring
bromeliads. The underwater stolons are thick and white (or grearish) and very deeply-

buried between the bromeliad leaf axils, as our efforts to pull them out soon proved,

resulting in broken U.nelumbifolia stolons.
After a few hours studfng, photographing, herborizing, collecting, and

simply drooling over U.nelumbifolia, our feet ached like mad from the strain of
balancing for so long on the steeply diagonal incline of the momtainside. We finally
began nudging back down to the car, lugging with us a few small plastic bags filled
with U.nelumbiftlia stolons and even a few smaller U.nelumbifulia-filled specimens of
the bromeliad V.s,lenss. The heat and intense swrlight on that treeless rock surface had
been a bit of a problem, but it would've been worse if it had rained - I sure wouldn't
like to find out how slippery that smooth granite dome becomes when it rains!

Being a botanist, it was quite a strock for Joe to come to the tropics for the
first time in his life. The immense diversify of plant life was driving him mad and
every few minutes we'd hear his yelps ofjoy and amazement as he'd spot a plant which
until then he only knew fiom botanic gardens, books, herbarium, etc. -- but which to
FAbio and I was just another common weed. Not to mention all the butterflies, beetles,
dragonflies, parrots, hawks, marmoset monkeys, and other animals we spotted on that
bip, which were also a huge dishaction for Joe. Another thing which delighted him
about the hopics was the weather; being lrish and living in England, he was loving all
the sunshine of our tropical summer -- although at the same time fearing its effects on
his unaccustomed fair skin, which he dared not expose much of. Joe also experianced
in person for the first time our frightening tropical thurderstorms which abruptly and
quickly sweep over the land out of nowhere, vomit enormous quantities of water in a
very short time, and give off fantastic lightring displays. I think he rather liked all the
lightning, but not the resulting transformation of the small dirt roads we often had to
travel on into dangerous mud traps.

To finish ofi I'd like to thank Joe Mullins and F6bio Pinheiro for their
company on that memorable hip. An exha thanks and congratulations also to F6bio for
keeping U.nelumbifulia alive in cultivation. Last of all, a big 'thank you' from the three
of us to Lircio Leoni, who after all, was the one responsible for us finding
U.nelumbifolia.

Society triumphs Janet Pearce

The Camivorous Society of New South Wales well and truly took the'2000
Koi Pet and Garden Show', held on 2l May.2000, by storm!

The excitement started the night before when our president Kirsty Wulf,
Margaret and Peter Frey, Scott and Toni Sullivan, my husband Noel and I arrived at
the Fairfield Showground to set up the display and sales-table.

Margaret had brought some large table-cloths which completely covered the
tables and fell to the ground on all sides, completely disguising the tables and also
conveniently providing a place to hide boxes etc. from public view.

For the display, Kirsty had brought her toilet and vanity basin (the ones she
has plants growing so beautifully in), Margaret supplied magnificent Sarraceanas,
Scott, two very intpressive Nepenthes and Noel a carnivorous bromeliad and a couple
of other small plants which were in flower.



Kirsty draped a green cloth over a plastic crate on the ground in fiont of the
display table and balanced the basin on top and ttre rest of the display plants we
arranged as artistically as possible on one of the tables. There were three long tables
which we arranged in an ' L' shape, the display table being the foot of the 'L'. A few
books on plate stands were placed arnongst the display plants. The toilet was placed on
the ground at the beginning of the sales tables, making two tables befween it and the
main display and the vanity basin. Behind this was placed two plant stands (brought
by Margaret and Peter) and on these the large Nepenthes for sale were placed.

Kirsty had also made some large, coloured signs using two of the society
logos, which were attached to the cloths hanging down on the fi'ont of the two sales
tables. Scott also attached a huge wooden Nepenthes Pitcher to a pole at the back of
our sales area.

The sale plants were supplied by Phil Reyter, Margaret and Peter Frey and
Jessica and Peter Biddlecombe.

As we started to set up people from other displays etc who were also setting
up, started to come and have a look.

We were constantly bombarded with questions and even sold a few plants.
On Sunday, the same people who had set up, with the welcome addition of

Wesley Fairhall, manned the sales table.
What a sensation the display and plants for sale caused! We were quite

literally rur offour feet and talked until we were hoarse.
The toilet and basin were a huge success because they dernonstrated the fact

that a bog garden was not necessary to grow plurts successfully.
Many of the people athacted to our display commented that they did not have

gardans as they lived in units, so could not grow plants. when we explained to them
that they did not need a gardan but could grow the plants in anything from a
polystyrene vegetable box with the plants standing in water to creating a small garden
in a shallow dish or anything else they might like to use by just using sphagnum moss
or peat moss for the plants to grow in and placing it on their balcony, we had many
very happy and satisfied customers.

The Questions most often asked - Do you have any plants that eat children?
- What are they?
- Are you from a nursery?

- What a fantastic display.
- What beautiful plants and look at the wonderful

conditior of the sale plants and aran't they reasonably priced?

- I've never seen anlthing like this in my life
before!

It's very refreshing and unusual to see a club with such a young president.
we were situated between the Lapidary club display and the campbelltown

Bonsai Society display which was very impressive, consisting of approximatily twelve
tables arranged in a huge rectangle and manned by mernbers wearing b,right red

Comments overheard

kimonos. Various members took turns in giving demonshations on how to create a
Bonsai.
Directly opposite us was the Cacti Society combining their annual show with the Koi
show.

Other stalls and displays were, the Orchid Society, the Aushalian Love-bird
Society, the Ferret Society, Mice, Rabbits, Guinea pigs, Fox Terriers,
Bromeliads,(Societies), Cottage Crafts, a huge display of motor - bikes and side-cars
by the Harley Davidson Society and many, many more plus numerous food stalls and
side shows not to mention the huge Koi show.

There was also a large stage at one side where some form of activity such as

Karate displays, dance groups, wild life talks (with animals) took place at various times
throughout the day.

We also ran a small rafflewhich was won by a lady who lived at Ermington.
She was very excited when I contacted her to inform her of her win.

When she bought ttre tickets she said that she had never won anlhing in her
life but had won the lucky door prize at aCacti show the day before and was feeling
lucky. She could hardly believe that she had also won our raffle. She was so excited
that she was waiting at her front gate when Noel and I delivered the plants to her the
following Sunday and promised to keep in touch and let us know the plant's progress.

The Society made a profit of $30.00 on the raffle.
The plant sales for the day amounted to $800.00 of which the Society received

20%.
The most exciting happening of the day was that we received the Trophy for

the most spectacular display! This was a real thrill as we were unaware that such a
trophy was to be awarded.

Many thanks and congratulations to the people who made this possible.
Kirsty Wulf, Margaret and Peter Frey, Scott and Toni Sullivan, Phil Reyter, Jessica and
Peter Biddlecombe. Wesley Fairhall and Janet and Noel Pearce. Without your
combined efforts the success of the day would not have been possible.

I think we all had a lot of fun as well as hard work and definitely promoted the
Society.

As for myself, I found it a great leaming experiance listaring to Margaret,
Kirsty and Scott as they explained the finer points of growing Nepenthes, etc. to
prospective customers.

In fact I may even be confident enough to take Nepenthes cuttings if our
plants ever survive long enough for us to do so.

Janet Pearce



The hunt continues Greg Bourke

It's was twelve months since my last C.P. hunt on the north coast of New
South Wales. Last year I spent a few days at Evans Head where I found several species
of Drosera and terrestrial Utrics. I was hoping to find Aldrovanda vesiculosq which had
not been seen in the area since it was collected by B.V.Timms in 1978. I also spent
some time further south at South West Rocks visiting family and friends and of course
hturting for camivorous plants.

This year I was a little more organised with good maps of both areas and
some old Fly Trap News'. A three part article by David Colbum on Aldrovanda was
published in the F.T.N. Volumes 7.2,7.3,aul'd7.4. David havelled to Evans Head in
April 1994 in search of Aldrovanda
but was unable to find it. The information in his article was precise which made me
hopeful of finding the elusive plant this time.

The frst stop of my journey was South West Rocks, a six hour drive from my
home south of Sydney. I arrived around lunch time where I met my parents and friends
who were staying at the local caravan park. I had a quick feed, unloaded the car and
headed off to a new estate, which I had past on the way in. I've always found new
estates interesting places. New estates these days are often suMivided marshes or low
lying areas, then the bulldozers come in and build drains. The drains had been started
at this site but were not complete. It didn't take lurg to find the first C.P.s. D. spatulata
was abundant with the bright rosettes glistening in the sun. These were typical of the
area, rosettes to 4cm diameter, the leaves being lime green with deep red coloured
retentive glands. The flowers were purple on a single sided raceme to l5cm high. with
a few more steps I spotted the beautiful flowers of tJ. dichotoma and a little further on
U. uliginosa. The flowers on these U. dichotoma specimans were a deep violet colour
as opposed to the lighter coloured flowers I'm used to seeing in the south. I took a few
pictures and gathered some seed from the D. spatulata before heading back to camp to
relax.

The following moming I headed for Gap beach at the northem end of Hat Head
National Park to hunt for more c.P.'s. on the way to, I stopped off at Arakoon
Rainforest Nursery to visit Mick. Mick's five acre prop€rty backs onto the National
Park where he has set up a rainforest walk for tourists. He has some interesting native
orchids growing in his garden including the leafless Erythrorchis cassythoides which
climbs ttre nnnks of the Brush Box (Lophostemon confertns) hees. In his nursery Mick
has a few Dionea as well as Sarracenia and a couple of Nepentltes. If you are up this
way and you have the time to call in, check it out, you will not be disapointed.

After leaving Mick's and headed to a small Quarry roughly half way arong the
hack to Gap Beach. It's about four killometers from here to thec.P. terriiory bul the
track takes you through a diverse range of vegetation from Casurina torilosq forest
with tlre odd Brush box through Grass Tree (xanthorrhoea ?) forest (with up to fifteen
growing points and up to 6m high) and into the sparse lron Barks(Eucalyptus
sideroxylon) all covered in orchids and elkhorns. I was here mainly to photogiaph
orchids but it's worth the walk just to see the Grass Trees. Unfortwrately I ran low on
time so I didn't find the D. peltato I was looking for but I did find a small patch of u

uliginosa in flower.
The next day I visited a nursery which specialises in pond plants. They sell

some fantastic hybrid lilies as well as the Sacred Lotus (Nelumbium roseum) and even
U. gibba. The over flow from the nursery's ponds seemed to go sfraight into an open
cut drain, so before spending any money at the nursery, I though it might be wise to
check out the drain. I followed the it down sfeam for one block where it opened up
and to my surprise, brightly coloured fish were swimming amongst the weeds. Platties
(Xiphophorus maculatus), Mollies (Molliursia sphanops), Sward tails (Xiphophorus
hellerii), and Guppies (Lebistes reticulatus)were competing with the resident mongrel,
Mosquito Fish (Gambusia affinis). Many of the nursery's foreigrr plants had made their
way down there also. Papyrus, Cyperus, Elodia, and Utriculqria gibba to name a few.
(l purchased a small net and caught about 50 of the noxious fish which I took home
with me for the lounge room fish tank).

Further down sheam the sedges became too thick for the weeds to penefate
and the steam tumed to a swamp. From here I headed for higlrer ground as there was
little chance of finding any c.P.'s here. Around the fiinge of the swamp I found u
uliginosa, D. spatulata, and u dichotoma. These plants were similar in appearance to
those I had seen at the new estate earlier. As the ground became drier the sparse
BroardJeafed paper barks (melaleuca quinquenervia) gave way to Banksia eicifolia
and firrther still, Banksia aemula and Bankia serrata took over. It was here, where the
soil was fine and sandy that I spotted the most interesting D. peltata I think I've ever
seen. The plant appears to go through no dormancy at all. Most of the plants I observed
had fine sterns to 30crn long branching once or twice. The leaves were small (3mm
across) and well spaced along the stem (>lcm apart). They had only a few flowers on
each stern but as it had been several months since flowering it was impossible to tell
what colour the petals were. Although the flowers had long since disappeared the
leaves were still active with sticky mucilage on the ends of the retentive glands. The
interesting thing with these plants was the fact that they were forming basel rosettes!
They had a well formed rosette l.Scrn in diameter with an average of 12 leaves but
above this was a secondary rosette to 2cm in diameter with as many as 28 leaves. The
petiols were very thin (0.75mm wide) which made the rosette look very different to
any other form of D.peltata I'd seen. Both last seasons stem and this seasons double
rosette were attached to the tuber but at different points. Does this form of D. peltata
form a new rosette as the rains peak at the end of summer ttrur grow it's usual autumn
rosette on top of this as it draws in anergy from last seasons stem? Also, why so many
leayes in the basel rosette? Perhaps this is due to it's prey, I did notice several plants
had caught ants. It appears to me that this form is favouring it's rosette stage as the
preferable method of catching prey, the erect stem reduced to a reproductive growth.
This is consistent with the reduction in size and the sparseness of the leaves on the
erect stem. Just a theory though, more study is definitely required.

After the previous day's discovery I decided to head back to the same area to
cover more ground. The only new things I discovered were a large Sphagnum bog with
no c.P.'s present and 34 bush ticks which made their presence felt that evening.

I left South west Rocks at about 4am the following day bound for Evans
Head. There is plenty of C.P. territory between these two towns but with limited time I
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didn't stop. I arrived at Evans Head at 8am. It was raining but it was only light and

patchy so I was still able to walk around without getting the camera wet. The first stop

was a new estate which had been cleared several months before. The ground was

retatively undisturbed with plarty of C.P.'s D' burmanii, D. spatulata, ffid U.

uliginosa grew in a shallow, open cut drain. D. pygmqes and D. peltata were not far

awiy, growing on slightly higher ground. The D. peltata at this site had a small well

developed red basal rosette with an golden coloured stem. The flowers were white. D.

pygmqea here is tlpical of the east coast form and were producing gemmae. D'

spatulata rosettes were a deep red to 6cnr in diameter (see cover). The flowers were

white on a single sided racerne to l5 cm.
After stopping for lwrch I booked in to the local caravan park before heading

south to the local surf beach. It was behind the first set of dunes where ,4 vesiculosa

was last seen in one of three lagoons. I walked alorg the beach to find the overflow
from the lagoons and was surprised to find D. spatulata, and U. uliginosa growing just

above the high tide mark. Sphagnum moss was also growing here. I didn't think that

Sphagrrum was salt tolerant but obviously it can handle it in small doses or for short

periods of time.
I headed up steam from the beach through the dense bushes and into the first

lagoon. U. gibba was present and flowering but no Aldrwqnda. The second and third
lagoons were close but after careful examination I came up with only a small piece of
(J. aurea. (J aurea is an auquatic tJtriculaia with a simmilar appearance to U.

austrqlis though the pinnate leaves are more dense looking more like feathers. I was

happy to find this species as I had never se€n it in its natural habitat.

There are forty eight permanent water holes within a 6km radius of Evans

Head and at this stage I had only visited four. A large portion of this region is subject

to inundation throughout the warmer months with an average monthly rainfall of
2 lOmm for the frst three months of the year, and an annual rainfall of I 58 I mm but the

wet areas are a great relief from walking in the sandy heath land. The heath is typical
of the northern dishicts filled with waist deep hard spiky plants like Hakea teretifolia
to make walking exhemely diffrcult. Throw in a stack of sandflies and the odd angry

ant (those big ones with jaws almost as long as their bodies) and you have a good

barrier for the average bush walker. I didn't come all this way to give up though. It's
got to be in one ofthose ponds.

Over the next two days I wandered around with my topographic maps and

compass. I visited 7 more lagoons and a sink hole. I found D. binata var. multifida and

[J. lateriflora in one boggy area and more D. burmanii, D. spatulata, D. peltata, utd U.

uliginosa.l looked as though I had just run through a field of barbed wire a4d felt like
it too.

After booking out of the caravan park the next morning, I decided to check

one more lagoon. 3km north of Evans Head there is a large area subject to inundation
with a tidal lagoon known as Salty Lagoon. It's a l.5km walk from the carpark to the

lagoon but after walking about half a kilometer I found myself walking through Knee

deep tea coloured water. Once again it was slow going. It was well worth the effort
though. I found the tallest D. pettata I had ever seen. A massive lm high plant

scrambling over the grasses at the edge of the track. The soil surface was 2cm under

water. I assume that these plants ernerge from dormancy around late November to
reach such a height. They had recently finished flowering and I was able to exhact a
few ripe seeds. Near the D. pettata I found D. spatulata growing in the shallow water
at the side of the hack. These were as large if not larger than the D. spatulata growing
on Fraser Island in similar conditions. These plants were responding to the Ait in ttri
water table by increasing the size of their rosettes as illustrated below. U. lateriJlora
was also found along this hack but ironically these had the smallest flowers I had ever
seen on this species.

Although I was unable to find A. vesiculosq in the Evans l{ead area, it does
not mean that it does not exist here. It is possible that the plant had formed hrions or
that it lives in one of the remote water holes near by. I will return to the area at the
start of summer to try again.

D. spalulata shown at actual size. Note the extended petiols in response to the
falling water table. Evans Head N.S.W.
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vtemiors of an old C.P. collector PaulWare

I collected C.P.s as a hobby back some fwonty years ago. At tlrat time, the
only source I could find was from a collector out at Campbelltown (Sydney). He had a
large collection of Sarracenia's, Drosera's, and Dionea. He also had a few Nepenthes
and even fewer Cephalotus.

lle was 
^ 

great source of plants for me, selling them for $2 each.
I remember once visiting a nursery that sold Sarra's for $15 each, when I told

them about Sid they were keen to get his address. I didn't tell thern though much to
their anger. If I had been smarter I could have made a nice profit selling Sarra's to
them but then that would have made Sid suspicious and he probably would have
charged more for his plants.

I was a member of the American C.P. society and that way I found more
growers around the Sydney area.l saw my first Cobra lily in a collection owned by
Stephen S of Cordon. lt was a sick and frail looking plant.

ln 1979 my wife and I drove over to Westem Ausfialia to visit relatives, Phil
Mann and collect some C.P. I met up with Phil and was shown Cephalotus, Byblis, and
untolled Drosera's growing in their natural environment. In some places it was difficult
to walk around without steppind on Drosera. We visited the then home of the
Australian C.P. society at Bulbrook and was shown around their hot houses.

I had many Sarra's, Drosera's, and Cephalotus in my own collection at
Wentworthville. Heliamphora's and Nepenthes were non existent to rare back then. I
remember hearing a story of someone willing to pay $20 for a V.F.T. which has to be
approximately $60 in today's value, remember no nursery or hardware stores stocked
them.

I have been re-inhoduced to C.P.s by Scott Sullivan (my dads next door
neighbour) who has been real helpful in increasing my collection.

Anyway, that's all for now. If anyone remembers any of the above names or
just wants to drop me a letter please do.

Summary of COz enrichment for aquatic CPs Lubomir Adamec

lnstitute of Botany AS CR, Dukelsk6 135, CZ-379 82 T:ebo4, Czech Republic,
adamec@butbn.ca8.cz.

As I mentioned in a recent article (Adamec, 1999) Aldrovanda and also
aquatic Utricularia species grown in aquaria required a high [CO2] >0. I mmol/|, for
satisfactory growth. Such a concentration is hardly attainable in aquaria permanently,
even if a high-quality sedge litter is used as substrate. Thus, CO2 should be added to
aquaria regularly. Most CP growers do not respect this key requiremant. Thsre are
different ways how to do it. If aquatic cPs suffer fiom Co2 shortage, their shoot apices

are niurow and small and the plants do not branch.
A very effective way of adding CO2 was described by Wilson (1995), Daly

(1998), or Camilleri (1999): water is gently bubbled by CO2 from a fermentor (sugar +
yeast) or reactor (pieces of marble + HrSO4). However, the filling must be exchanged
every l-2 weeks. It is also advantageous to add to aquaria with aquatic CPs readily
available water sahuated with CO2 (carbonated mineral water /seltzer/, soda watetr,
etc.). [CO2] in these waters is ca. 4.5 g/l or 100 mmol/|. Adding l-2 ml by eye to I liter
of aquarium water every or every other day increases [CO2] by 0.1-0.2 mmol/|. Very
simple and effective. Less effective but very simple are the ways using expiratiur gas
from our lungs (34 %CO).ln l-3 I aquaria covered with a wet Pehi dish, the space
above water can by filled up by the expiration gas eyery (other) day. In my aquaria
with Aldrovanda,this way of CO2 addition declined pH by 0.43-0.96, [CO2] increased
2.7-9.1times (!), and was 0.5-1.2 mmol/|. Similarly, voluminous inverted glassy jars
fixed below water of bigger aquaria (see Wilson, 1995) can also be filled by the gas.

Other ways are based on additiur of organic substances the aerobic microbial
decomposition of which CO2 is produced. Starch o ethanol (denaturated) can be added
to and dispersed in aquaria at a dose of l-2 mg/ twice a week. Caution! Overdosing
can lead to anoxic fermentation, fouling the water, and urjury of the plurts. If water
starts smelling badly, it must be exchanged. In opaned outdoor containers with aquatic
CPs, the dose may be up to 5-10 mg/I. The ways of CO2 enrichment can be combined
with each o*rer.
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Heliamphoras in Sydney. Planting and Maintenance Kirk Hirsch

After losing too many of the Heliamphora species we'd obtained to want to
think about, t-ying what this article had said and what that person had suggested, we'd
discovered the trick. It works in Sydney, which may not be suitable in otlrer areas of
Australia or even NSW. Other members of our society have great success with some
of their collection. They have their ways; The following is our way.
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lhere are rnany growers who grow them, and just about as many
have different media. Andreas wistuba notes that they tend not to grow in
sphagrum areas along the Tepuis, but in the areas just above this mark. Drainage is
the key here I think. For us, I have found a 50% sand: 50% chopped brown
sphagrum to be just right. lput lcm of perlite along the bottom of a pot. Next I line
the sides of the pot with living sphagnum. This part is relatively tricky, for sphagnum
grows in long strands. The growing part should be at the top, along the rim of the pot,
while the bottom should touch the sphagnum or come close to it.

Have the rest of the growing media on hand. When potting up a
Heliamphora or dividing me and potting up the divisions - BE CAREFULII! The
base and roots of the plant are Soooooo brittle it will amaze you to believe just
looking at it hard enough will break apart a valuable part of the plant. So, be
extremely careful putting the medium around tlre plant. washing it down with
water is a gentle urough method. Just keep adding soil, then watering the material
until it settles. Add more, than wash, then add more wrtil the spaces become filled.
The live sphagrrum along the edges will fill out therest ofthe top ofthe pot over
time. The expanding plant will grow througlr it.

Most people put the plants in a tray of water right now and keep the whole
lot wet. we have lost more plants that way. what works for us is to set the pot in a
container that fits snugly around it, allowing the bottom of the pot to stay above the
bottom of the container. (Those round plastic containers for potato salad or slaw in
delis arejust right) A I cm gap is preferred, although 2 to 3 cm ones should work to.
Keep the plant wet, but don't let it sit completely in water for days on end. Drain a bit
after periods of heavy rains so there's an air space, maybe 3 to 7mm worth. you'll find
over time the Heliamplwra will send down roots into this well region of the pot.

As for maintenance, some growers rigorously spray their plants with rain
water every day or more. ln the wild Heliamphoras collect rainwater and as the
traps fill up there's a drainage mechanism where the leaf pinches together. This
drain naturally strains out dust and small bugs for its nuhient requiranurts. Call
me lazy, but I turn my spray to stream and just fill the haps once every so often.

_ As for light, I've placed our plant where it receives strong mcn-ning and
aftemoon sun, but in the mid day when it could get too hot and bum tender leaves it
was in the shade of an Umbrella hee. It's right outside. Three hours of direct srm or
more allows for the nectar spoons to tum that robust red colour and the margins
of the leaf to become bright red. H"ppy growing. They're not that difficult.

Bowral Update Julv 2000 By Nathan Clemans

'l-he main task that has be.en keeping me out of trouble has been the setting up
of my new business to sell carnivorous plants. My trading name is Sarascene; taken
from the genus name I adore coupled with the befitting scene that often appears before
me when I gazeat them! I had been encouraged by a few fellow growers to register
this name, as they thought it a catchy one, so many thanks goes to them. I will be
specialising in species and rarer forms of ,Sarzacenias, along wittr the North American
Droseras that are able to grow in my cold winter conditions. I will also sell the ganeral
Dionaea muscipula forms. Sales will be from my home, as well as through the mail. I
know how hard it is to access plants in person, so I feel that mail mder does fulfil a
large gap in camivorous plant sales. My main objective is to sell plants that are of high
quality, having been grown outdoors, thus receiving ample sunlight and good winter
resting periods. I frnd with these conditions that the Sanacenias flower and divide
readily. The GST has been another element to keep my mind busy, so I feel that I will
be well prepared come spring. I am sure that fellow traders can well appreciate the
time and effort required being GST ready. For any mernbers that want a copy of my
sale lists, just contact tlre society to obtain my details.

Some great things have been happening plant-wise since my last update. The
first centres on the Drosera news. The main event has been the germination of a lme
Drosera graminifolia f.giant, a mqrth after being sown on the 46 of January. Needles
to say I have been guarding this seedling with my life, and checking its progress each
and every day. I first fell in love with this rarely cultivated gem when I was sent a
back copy of the Camivorous Plant Newsletter (CPN, Vol 22, No.4) in late 1997, and it
contained full colour shot accompanyrng an article by Fernando Rivadavia Lopes
('CPs in Campos Rupestres'). It is rather similar in appearance and growth to the
beautiful Drosera regia,but tends to colour up rather red in swrlight. I hope to be able
to pollinate the flowers, once it flowers (have to get there fust!), so as to be able to
share a rare beauty with my fellow enthusiasts. So far the latest leaf measures at 1.3
cln, so I do have a rather lurg wait! I have been cheating over winter by placing it on
top of my light ballast, providing ample bottom heat. On ttre subject of D. regia, I
have been fortunate that as a result of removing the third flower scape this Surnmer
gone, it decided to split its growth point into two. I must say that in hindsight it was
the best decision to make. The few who grow this species well have made impmtant
note of the rather exhaustive affect of flowering, and it is to mess with certain death u
weakness to allow it to happen. one wonders what the case is in natwe, as their
numbers have been decreasing each and every year in the single location they are
found in Africa. Luckily my clone has continued to flourish in ttre 200 mm pot of live
Sphagrurn moss since then. I do apply diluted Thrive every three msrths in the
wanner seasons, as it has been reported that they tend to yellow-up with a lack of
certain hace elernents. A few of my D. hamiltonii root cuttings that I took in mid
summer have been doing very well. This is a great way to propagate ttris beauty. I've
potted them up in their own little homes, ready to sell this spring. Lastly, my D. slackii
root cuttings and sown seeds have been doing well, as I do plan to sell a limited few of
this scarce beauty come spring/surnmer. I wonder how other growers find this species
to grow?

what a winter we have been experiencing so far, with so many frosts in the southern
Highlands. Autumn was a beautiful affair, with the days giadually cooling as we
entered the winter months. I have had many tasks to keep me-buty u. th" cold months
gradually approached, so I have a few points to discuss this time ,round.
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r{eliamphora news centres on the /l minor x H. heterodoxa clone sending up
a flower scape, having appeared at the beginning of winter. This is the third time it has
flowered in my care, and always sends shivers up my spine when it first peeks its head
out of the growth slit. They are truly magical plants when simply in pitcher, but the
flowers in their primitive form add that ethereal touch. They have to be seen with your
own eyes to fully appreciate such lush adoration. However, the most exciting
Ileliamphora moment would have to be the now beautiful H. heterodoxa sending out
its very first scape m the / of July. I must say that it is a rather rewaiding
achievement, having almost lost this clone a few times from the day I received it.
Members may be able to recall the article I wrote about this clone in 1996 (FTN, vol.9,
No.4), so it has been a labour of love for some time. I would have to say that it would
be one of my most prized plants for this very reason. At the moment the current
growth has brilliant red edging and large maroon nectar spoons, owing to the good
amomts of winter smshine that streams through the north-facing window. Plenty of
nectar swells within the spoons, and is very sweet if you remove tlre tinniest dab. The
thought of Heliamphora honey is a long shot indeed!

Ulriculqria news on the Sarrascene front centres about ttre once elusive
flowering U. pubescens. This species has perfectly round leaves that actually produce
slime like substances on their surfaces. well, I had been awaiting this species to
flower for a year or so, when up popped a lone scape throwing two flowers not unlike
the native u. dichotima. It was rather a shock, as the scape seems to have appeared
over a period of2 days. I missed out on getting a photo, so I was rather peeved about
that. There is always next...year!

Lastly, the Sarracentr news concentrates on dormancy and tidying up of the
old pitchers. This year 'round I decided to get into the reheating pitchers, cutting them
down to their bases. ln years past I have removed the gradually dying pitchers in two
or three sessions over the late autumn to mid winter months, as some growers believe
this to be more beneficial to allow the saps and general goodness to retreat into the
rhizomes. The main motivator for the'hacking it all off approach was to save time,
and to see how the plants fared this spring. It will be interesting to see what effeot, if
any, this will have on flowering and overall pitcher production. I also do go along and
remove the b,rowned pitcher bases in late winter, as this does encourage additional
budding, along with keeping wittr good plurt hygiene. whilst talking of flowers, there
were visible pea sized flower buds in the main points of my s. flava species, as they are
the very first to flower and pitcher for me. I have a couple of S. flava var,
rubricorpora (formerly form red tubc/grean lid) clones that may hold great surprises
this Spring, as they have been in my collection a year, and don't colour up well after
repotting. other activities cenhed on sowing many seeds into hays of live Sphagnum,
so as to get their shatification period over winter. As I will be selling most of these
very plants in time, I do want to maximise my species and select hybrid numbers, and
there is a futwistic thrill to seeing them mature in the years to come. All of my s.
rubra ssp. alabamensis clones were a real heat the second year I had them, all
producing magrificent autumnal pitchers of golden yellow. They too, like the s. /lava
var. rubricorpora tend to 'sulk' the first year after potting-on. Finally, for those of you
who love the cold, I braved a minus 5-Degree moming to take a few snap-shots of my

icicle-teethed Dionaeas and frilly ice-edged sarracenias. They did look a treat, if not
rather freakish in such a state. Perhaps Sigoumey weaver of Alien fame thougirt they
were out to get her and iced thern?

Well, as promised last update, I would keep this report low key. I hope that
all ofyou have performed your tidying tasks on your plants, ready to obs".ve the first
netv siens of growth come springtime. In the meantime, spend the cold winter days
and nights reading up on our passion, as well as dreaming up new ways to bettlr
cultivate them. Think of the brave Sarracenias and hibemacula-forming Drosera
fi'eezing solid in my backyard, and you will be warmed well!

FlytrapQuestionCorner:

Hey Nathan. I've been told that apart fiom being unsightly, that greur slimy
stuff doesn't hurt anyhing really except tiny ttrings that it could cover. we,ve
experienced it on sphagnum mostly. Try a mixed media or colder temperatures. I've
noticed it likes warm, overly humid conditiurs. Goodluck.

As for your earwig problem, you did the right thing by submergence. Earwigs
can't last underwater; they'll always come to the surface. Just pick them off and feed

!*g.y plants. As for keeping then away from the inside of the house, they like mois!
dark places. I don't know, but you could try one of those roach motels. They're dark
places at least.

Kirk Hirsch
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ATTENTION
The carnivorous Plant society wales of New south wales

Webpage has moved
The new internet address to view the Society,s web page
is:

www. carn ivoro usp lants. asn . au
This new address is easy to remember.

asn - for association
au - for Australia
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FREE ADVERTISING

The Society's Web page has within it a Buy and
Sell page - space on this page is available free of
charge to members who are looking to sell plants

or who are looking to buy particular plants.

Provide us with your details and a telephone
number or address where people can contact
you.

PLUS - The Society can provide your own
carnivorous plant related webpage with all the
exposure you ever wanted. Email your webpage
address to bluemaze@hermes.net.au and we will
provide a link from the Society's webpage
(minimum quality standards apply).

E-MAIL

The Society is moving slowly into the 21't
Century. Join the Society's e-mail list to be
notified of upcoming events and exciting updates
to the Society's webpage. Simply send an e-mail
to Kirstie at bluemaze@hermes.net.au including
your e-mail address.
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SeeilBtnh
All seed 50c per packet plus $2 postage

Seed
18 Byblir liniflora

Drosera
29 aliciae
0l auriculata
l6 binata'T form'
39 bumanii
59 capensis
09 capensis 

*f. alba''
56 capensis "Narrow leaf'
50 capensis "Narrow leaf'(Hairy)
42 capensis "red"
43 coccicaulis
08 collinsiae
54 peltata (Angelsea Vic.)
53 puchella (orange flower)
38 sessiliflora
20 spatulata
04 'Tokaiensis' (rotundifolia x spatulata)

Sarracenia
Purpurea ssp. venosa

03 X Readii

Uticulaia
Steyermarkii

PI-4NTS (Sale only inAus.)

Utricularia australis

To purchase your seed/Plants:

By Mail-
Send your cheque or money order payable to t{S.W. Cunlvorous Plant Soclety -
PO Box 9, KingsrnyWest NSW 2208.

(Please indude $2.00 on the tdal olthe order to cover pootage withln Australla,

$3.00 for overreas) lt is advised to contac{ Greg Bou*e by phone (02) 9518 1328

or e.mail (carnivorousplantsnsr@hotmail.com) to check availaHllty belore

sending your ordu.

Pachets on hand

4

50c per Tarion
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